
Lecture 2.  
Granular metals

Plan of the Lecture
1) Basic energy scales

2) Basic experimental data

3) Metallic behaviour:  logarithmic R(T)

4) Insulating behaviour: co-tunneling and ES law

5) Co-tunneling and conductance of diffusive wire

Review: I.Beloborodov et al,  Rev. Mod.Phys.79, 469 (2007)



g ≈ const

Examples:

Phys Rev B 1987

Phys Rev B 1981

Grain radius   a >> λF



Basic energy scales
Grain radius   a is large on atomic scale:  kF a >> 1

Level spacing inside grain δ =  1/(4a3 )

Coulomb energy Ec = e2/a

Intra-grain Thouless energy   Eth = ћD0/4a2

δ <<  Eth << Ec

Example:  Al  grains with  a=20 nm

δ = 0.02 K          Eth = 50 K         Ec = 1000 K

g0 = Eth/ δ = 2500

Typical temperature range 4 K < T < 300 K

Γ ~ 1K    for    gT = 50



Intergrain coupling

Low transmission, but large
number of transmission modes

σT = (4π e2/ћ) 2 <|tpk|2>

gT  = σT h/e2 - dimensionless inter-grain conductance

A)  Granular metal   gT ≥ 1

B)  Granular insulator  gT ≤ 1

Narrow coherent band   Γ = gT δ << Eth

Effective diffusion constant

Deff = Γ a2/ћ << D0

Γ~ 1K  for  gT = 50

Nearest-neighbors coupling only !



Experimental data:  granular metals

Phys Rev B 36  1964 (1987)
Phys Rev Lett.78, 4277 (1997)

R(T) = R0 ln(T0/T)
Coefficient in front of the Log  is too large
for interference corrections (Lecture 1)



Experimental data: granular insulators

Phys Rev B 23  6172 (1981)

Variable-range hopping in presense of Coulomb gap

Efros-Shklovsky

The  origin of  VRH  ???



3) Metallic behaviour:  theory of 
logarithmic  R(T) dependence

Granular  structure   leads to a new (compared to usual 

metals)   energy  window      Γ << T  << EC where

- Coulomb energy is very important

- Coherent nature of transport is  irrelevant

Useful  formulation of the theory is in terms of phase variables

φi(t) = (e/ћ)∫t Vi(t’)dt’      conjugated to grain  charges Qi

The reason: at   gT >> 1 phases  are  weakly fluctuating 



Ambegaokar-Eckern-Schön functional
Phys Rev B 30, 6419 (1984)

(¼)

Action functional in imaginary (Matsubara)  time



Perturbation theory

Quadratic approximation for the action:

G-1 = (ωn
2/2e2) C(q) +  (1/π) gT|ωn| β(q)

β(q) = Σa ( 1- cos qa )ωn = 2 π n T

<(φij(0) – φij(τ ))2> ~ (1/ gT) Σn (1-cos ωn τ)/[ |ωn| + ωn
2/ECgT ]

High-energy cutoff    EC gT = 1/(RC)  

Low-energy cutoff 1/ τ

<(φij(0) – φij(τ ))2> ~ (1/ gT) ln (EC gT τ)



Intergain conductivity



1st logarithmic correction:

gT(T) = gT – (4/z) ln (gTEC/T)
here z is the lattice
coordination number

The origin of this correction:   discreteness of charge transfer.
Formally, it  is represented as non-linearity of  the   AES   action in
phase representation.   Phase  (voltage)  fluctuations across  each 
tunnel junction  destroy coherence of electron states  in neighboring 

grains,  and suppress inter-grain conductivity.

Contrary  to usual logarithmic corrections in 2D metals,
this  effect does not depend on dimensionality



Renormalization group

(¼)

Split  phase variables into slow and fast parts



Renormalization group -2 

- 4/z
Valid as long 
as  g  ≥ 1



Conclusion from RG analysis:

gT(T) = gT – (4/z) ln (gTEC/T)

The solution

is valid down to    T* ≈  gTEC exp[-(z/4)gT]

where gT(T*) ~ 1

(1)

R(T) = R0 ln(T0/T)

Solution  (1)  does not coinside with experimental result



What is the reason for disagreement ?

1.   R(T) approaching RK =h/e2

Ratio  thickness/2a   ~ 5

gT (300K) ~ 2 gT (10K) ~ 0.5

Condition  gT >> 1 is not fulfilled 

2.  Distribution of local  gij is broad due to fluctuations of 



RG for disordered granular array

M.Feigelman, A.Ioselevich, M.Skvortsov, Phys.Rev.Lett. 93, 136403 (2004)

Random  initial values of   tunneling conductances  gij

Generalized  RG equation

instead of

is the actual resistance between grains i and j 



RG for disordered array: solution

1)

Relative  width of the P(g)  grows fastly  under  RG

: perturbation theory



RG for disordered array: solution-2
2) Strong disorder: effective-medium approximation

Explicit  solution for  symmetric distributions of ~



RG for disordered array: solution-3
“Universal temperature dependence of the conductivity 

of a strongly disordered granular metal”  
A. R. Akhmerov, A. S. Ioselevich JETP Lett. 83(5), 211-216 (2006); cond-mat/0602088

Universal solution:

Conclusion:
strong disorder in hij

might  be a reason for

R(T) = R0 ln(T0/T)

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0602088


4)   Insulating behaviour: 
co-tunneling and  Efros-Shklovsky  law

Usual hopping insulator (doped semiconductor):  Mott  law

tij ~ exp(- rij/a) a is the localization length  of Hydrogen-like orbital

Pij ~ exp(- 2 rij/a) exp(- εij/T) εij is the energy difference between states i and j

εij ~  ( r ij)
-d -1 Optimize over rij: minR (2R/a + 1/RdT) 

Popt ~ exp[-(TM/T)a] a = 1/(d+1)

Doped semiconductor with a Coulomb gap:  ES law 

(ε) ~ εd-1 ε(R) ~  1/R Now Ropt is found from
minR (2R/a + const/RT)

Popt ~ exp [-(T0/T)1/2] T0 = C e2/κa



Co-tunneling:  correlated tunnling

Gorto ~ min(gL ,gR) exp(-EC/T)

Consider  now  2-nd order amplitude with
charged grain in a virtual  state
(Averin & Nazarov  PRL 65, 2446, 1990)

Review:   cond-mat/0501007

Level widths:



Co-tunneling: inelastic and elastic

Inelastic:

Number of terms ~ T/δE

Elastic:



L is the number of “inelastic” grains

N is the total grain number in the path

General expression can be analyzed for local Coulomb only (screening by gate)



- limiting cases

is  the average  conductance
between  neigbouring grains 

Usual optimization over N and  ε leads to 

with and



Variable-range co-tunneling: estimates

Example:  Al  grains with  a=20 nm

δ = 0.02 K          Eth = 50 K         Ec = 1000 K

With  g ~ 0.3 one finds L ≈ 10

Thus     TES ≈ 104 K   and    Tc ≈ 0.5 K

Conclusions:   inelastic co-tunneling dominates,  
magneto-resistance is very weak 



5)  Co-tunneling and conductance of  
weakly  coupled   quasi-1D wire

M.V.Feigel'man and A.S.Ioselevich, JETP Lett. 88, 767-771 (2008); arXiv:0809.1325

Experimental results:

Usual  view:   “Luttinger Liquid”

However,  such a scaling is observed for multi-channel diffusive conductors

Our explanation:  inelastic co-tunneling +  Coulomb anomaly

http://arxiv.org/abs/arXiv:0809.1325


Total classical resistance

We consider relatively high temperatures,
i.e. no Anderson localization:

max (T,eV)
-------------

EC(L)
( ) where

Exponentially suppressed in  L/ξ - in spite of  the absence of  localization



Coulomb zero-bias anomaly

• A.Finkelstein  ZhETF 1984

• Yu.Nazarov  ZhETF 1989

• L.Levitov & A.Shytov  cond-mat/9607136

is the Action of charge
spreading  process

Uq = 2πe2/q

J(q,ω)

Potential energy Source term:

Usual result in quasi-1D:



Coulomb anomaly +
inelastic co-tunneling

J(q,ω)


